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FORUM SUMMARY

FORUM SUMMARY

The Reykjavík Global Forum is where women leaders discuss and share ideas and solutions on how to further advance society.

The Reykjavík Global Forum – Women Leaders was launched in November, 2018, in Reykjavík, Iceland, as the Women Leaders Global
Forum. The Forum is annually co-hosted by Women Political Leaders (WPL), and the Government and Parliament of Iceland, under the
heading Power, Together. Special Aesis of the Forum is Vigdís Finnbogadóttir, President of Iceland (1980-1996), The world´s first
democratically elected female president
Each year the Forum invites 450 leaders from around the globe, including Presidents and Prime Ministers, Parliamentarians, leaders
from business, academia, civil society, arts and media who are playing a vital role in their respective fields sharing ideas, insights and
experiences.
Consistently ranked as the leading country on the World Economic Forum’s Global Gender Gap Report, Iceland is the perfect location
for the most relevant Forum for women leaders. A destination that transcends sector boundaries, creating a platform that fosters
conversation between outstanding leaders and drives positive actionable change.
The Co-Chairs for the 2019 Forum were:

PARTICIPATION STATISTICS

PARTICIPATION STATISTICS

The Reykjavík Global Forum is the platform where women leaders discuss and share ideas and solutions to global challenges. To achieve
that, it needs everyone participating and to enter the conversation. At the Forum, one is not an attendee, but an invited leader; someone
who can hear what is being said, can add value to and share the passion for the conversation: a Conversationist.
2019 Forum Statistics:

Attended by 525 persons: 425 converastionists, 44 Support & 56 Forum staff /volunteers

Conversationists from sectors:
Academia: 32
Business: 136
Civil Society: 60
Cultural: 6
Media: 14
Other: 31
Politics & Public: 146
From 74 countries

CO-HOST WELCOME WORDS

CO-HOST WELCOME WORDS
PRESIDENT & FOUNDER, WOMEN POLITICAL LEADERS
How to trigger change to reverse years of structured inequality between women and men in leadership positions? Since 2018, the
Reykjavík Global Forum - Women Leaders has been showing that conversations among outstanding leaders allow for the sharing of ideas
and solutions on how to further advance society and increase the number and power of women in leadership positions. By creating a
space where women leaders from all continents shape conversations the Forum filled a void, turning “imagine” into “we can do it!”.
Words can be impactful, but actions can speak even more and create systemic change. To pave the way towards such a change, the
Forum in 2019 is launching its Community of Actions. Whether it be a change in policy, a change in mindset or a change in an individual,
in the spirit of ‘Power, Together.’
Conversationists join the community and initiate a concrete and measurable action on
behalf of the company or organisation they represent. Capitalising on the Power of the
Community, the Forum’s Partners, Conversationists, and Members carve out lasting
legacies through their work. Through actions, we can together inspire, empower, rule,
challenge and motivate people to follow. This is a platform designed to allow the
collation of a number of pledges because success is about the difference you make in
people’s lives.
This is the Forum 2109. Enjoy the Conversations, enjoy the Power, Together.
Silvana Koch-Mehrin
President & Founder, Women Political Leaders

CO-HOST WELCOME WORDS
PRIME MINISTER OF ICELAND
Political organising and women’s cross-party – and cross-border – solidarity has been vital for the promotion of women’s rights in Iceland. It
is therefore a pleasure to offer a platform to the Reykjavík Global Forum for women leaders from across the world to connect with one
another and share thoughts and ideas.
Four years ago, United Nations membership states adopted the 2030 Sustainable Development Agenda and united on its seventeen goals.
The goals are all interconnected and the 5th goal on gender equality cuts across all of them. Yet, this is the goal many countries are the
furthest from achieving.
Simultaneously, women’s rights are under threat in far too many corners of the world and
women’s bodies are being re-politicised in political debates. As we now approach the
25th anniversary of the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action – and the 75th
anniversary of the United Nations – we are reminded of the urgency to both protect and
promote women’s rights and to strengthen our international collaboration.
The Reykjavík Global Forum provides an opportunity to frame discussions in this current
global context and hopefully to form tangible policies and ideas to achieve SDG 5 on
gender equality and build a sustainable future.
I wish you a pleasant and inspiring stay in Iceland.
Katrín Jakobsdóttir,
Prime Minister of Iceland
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The 3 day programme featured:

64 Featured
Conversationists

24 Plenary
Sessions

20 LeadersTalks
attended by 403
leaders

9 Leaders
lunches attended
by 254 leaders

Welcome
Reception hosted
by President of
Iceland

3 Unique
Networking
Receptions

Discover Iceland
Excursions &
design evening

25 National
Delegation
Statements

Reykjavík Summit
at Höfði House

FEATURED CONVERSATIONISTS
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FEATURED CONVERSATIONISTS

MEMBERS OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE

PROGRAMME HIGHLIGHTS

CONVERSATIONISTS PLEDGE
A positive actionable pledge initiates progress. The Reykjavík Global Forum encourages the use of The
Conversationist Pledge to ensure that we walk the talk, walk the Forum’s conversation: to increase the action and
subsequent positive change that comes from the Forum.
At the Reykjavík Global Forum 2019, all Conversationists were invited to make a pledge: a commitment to a concrete and measurable
action, in line with the Forum’s purpose, for the next 12 months. The pledges can be personal, or on behalf of the company or
organisation a Conversationist represents. The pledges can be big or small, involve money or not, can be local or global.
The Forum will continue to promote the Community of Action between the annual gatherings in Reykjavik, giving it prominence in the
rolling calendar at Davos, WPL summit, UNGA and more.
During the Forum over 40 pledges were received and they continue to be submitted throughout the year – tracked on forum website.

THE REYKJAVÍK INDEX FOR LEADERSHIP

The Reykjavik Index for Leadership measures how people feel about women in leadership. It measures the perceived legitimacy of male
and female leadership in politics and across twenty professions, as well as a measure of how men and women differ in their views, and
the extent to which men and women are viewed equally in terms of suitability of individuals for positions of power.
The Reykjavik Index for Leadership was presented first by WPL and Kantar during the Women Leaders Global Forum 2018. Data updates,
and increase of countries surveyed are done annually.

During the 2019 Reykjavik Global Forum, the Reykjavik Index for 2019 presented the findings of our research not only
in the G7 nations of Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, UK and the USA, but also in Brazil, China, India and
Russia. The widening of the study enables us to further understand both where stereotypes endure and where public
policy or private sector intervention is making a difference.

On average in the G7 in 2019, just 46% of society is very comfortable with a woman as head of government, and 48% with a woman as CEO
of major national company.
More than half of people in the G7 countries have some discomfort with women as leaders. We also see notable changes from last year: for
instance, a decline in the Index for the UK, specifically linked to a shift in male attitudes.
This year, Canada and France, with a score of 77 have the highest scores in The Reykjavik Index for Leadership. In third place is the USA with
an Index of 75. The UK has fallen four points to 73, meaning that it is now in fourth place. As before, Italy has the lowest Reykjavik Index in
the G7 (68) followed by Germany (69) and Japan (70). However, these three countries have all shown improvement from 2018: Japan and
Germany are up by three points and Italy by five.

THE REYKJAVÍK INDEX – KEY FINDINGS

THE REYKJAVÍK INDEX – KEY FINDINGS

WOMEN‘S WORLD ATLAS

The Women’s World Atlas, shows where in the world exists parity in distribution of political and business power, in which countries
women and men are at par, and more
Based on data supplied by Oxford Analytica 7 new maps were presented at the 2019 Forum:
• Countries with gender parity in CEO positions – countries with 30% or more women in CEO positions
• Countries with gender parity in tertiary education – countries with 30% or more women in tertiary education
• Women heads of state or government with executive power – and without executive power
• Countries with national action plans for the implementation of UNSCR1325 on women, peace and security

POWER, TOGETHER. AWARDS

POWER, TOGETHER is the key. In recognition of that, the Reykjavík Global Forum presents the POWER, TOGETHER award to

outstanding initiatives, where people join forces to effect great change.
The 2019 Reykjavík Global Forum recognises the Nobel Women’s Initiative and organisations which seek to end Period Poverty.
Nobel Women’s Initiative

In 2006, six incredible women recipients of the Nobel Peace Prize united and pledged to work together to use the visibility and prestige
of the Nobel Prize to highlight, amplify and promote the work of women and women organisations around the globe who are striving to
uphold peace, justice and equality. The focus of the Nobel Women’s Initiative on harnessing the collective wealth of women’s leadership
and experience to provoke concrete change and create opportunities for women’s empowerment in areas of peace and security is
exemplary. By building strong knowledge networks and connections, it galvanizes the undeniable fact that women can and should play a
key role in transforming conflict and leading peaceful reconciliation and rebuilding processes – enacting POWER, TOGETHER.

POWER, TOGETHER. AWARDS

End Period Poverty Movements

Menstruation is a shared experience among billions of people, and yet remains a globally stigmatised topic. As a result, women and girls
are suffering in silence and missing education and career opportunities, instead of embracing themselves and their bodies. The Reykjavík
Global Forum awards these inspirational initiatives and organisations that are working in their communities and abroad to empower
women, break down the stigma of menstruation, and push for policy change. By providing a platform for all these different parties to
make connections, engage in discussion, and share best practices, we will build momentum for a truly global movement where all those
involved work hand in hand towards the same goal. Truly, we have the POWER, TOGETHER to end stigmatization of periods once and
for all. The 2019 Reykjavík Global Forum is awarding 25 organisations:

OUTREACH

IMPACT

Forum plenary sessions were streamed live on CBSNews.com - playing a key role in terms of visibility
Live streams were up11x year on year
Hours watched were up 25x year on year
The majority of articles about the Forum have been written in English and Icelandic. Main topics have been the content of the sessions,
and the newly published Reykjavík Index for Leadership 2019-2020. The tone of all the articles published ranges from favourable to very
positive, praising the initiative and the need to talk about the topics discussed.
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Reykjavik Global Forum gained significant visibility online with the Forum's hashtags #Reykjavik19, #PowerTogether &
#WomenLeadersIceland, across four social media platforms: Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn. Thousands of leaders,
organisations and media across the world, actively engaged and shared the online content.
NB. The above numbers relating to social media are based on the forum´s 3 hashtags on Instagram and Twitter only, during Nov´19 - Jan´20.
Source: Keyhole

MEDIA PARTNER

CBS NEWS
Live Streams are up 11x year on year from 2018
Hours watched are up 25x year on year from 2018
Real-time Live Streaming:

4k

Hours watched:

761

Video Clips:

3k

(Est.) Monthly Visits:

198m

(Est.) Coverage Views:

174k

Domain Authority:

94

MEDIA COVERAGE SAMPLES

Domain Authority:
search engine ranking
score ranging 1-100

MEDIA COVERAGE SAMPLES

FORUM APP

76% of
Conversationists
used the app

Number of messages
sent: 1,495

Number of profile
views: 5,765

FORUM WEBSITE

289,031

Visits in 2019

79,631
Visitors

29,831

Visitors Forum
Week

136,057
Nov Visits

SOCIAL MEDIA

The Forum was broadly covered in the four social media official accounts. Conversationists, actively engaged with their posts using the
official hashtags #Reykjavik19 #PowerTogether and #WomenLeadersIceland.The numbers of Followers (hence the audience) increased in
all the Forum’s official accounts during the analysed period 16-23 November.
This year, for the first time, selected pieces of the Forum’s programme were broadcast live using the live option of the official Instagram
account. These pieces included Sawyer Garrity’s musical performance and Bana Alabed’s speech. Some key influencers included:

Julia Gillard
Twitter @JuliaGillard: 805K followers

Bana Alabed
Twitter, @AlabedBana: 314K followers

Maria Ressa
Twitter @MariaRessa: 366K followers

Elaine Quijano
Katrín Jakobsdóttir
Twitter @Elaine_Quijano: 15,5K followers Twitter @katrinjak: 22,1K followers

Mama Cax
Instagram, @MamaCax: 185K followers

PARTNERS

PARTNERS

The Reykjavík Global Forum is grateful for the generous support of our partners. We would like to thank our supporters from the private
sector, without whose invaluable contributions our activities would not be possible. They supply essential financing, expertise, services
and facilities.

PHOTO ALBUM
FULL PHOTO ALBUM FROM THE FORUM CAN BE FOUND ON OUR WEBSITE

CONTACT
WWW.REYKJAVIKFORUM.GLOBAL
MAIL@WOMENLEADERS.GLOBAL

